
Code Pieces/case

143724 VoleoPro basic cart without bag Grey 92 x 51 x 104 cm 1

Vileda Professional Canada
vileda-professional.ca

VoleoPro
Big in action, small in size

Product Description
The new VoleoPro is a compact trolley with a unique 2 aluminum V-design pillar structure. It can be equipped with a multifunctional bridge, 
which can carry 1 Vileda Professional Box as well as small items like bin bag rolls, spray bottles, etc. The unique design of the trolley ensures, 
that large cleaning tools and accessories are not exceeding the outer limits of the small-sized trolley footprint of 0.5 m². Big Ø150 mm fixed 
rear castors and Ø100 mm swivel front castors are giving the VoleoPro an easy maneuverability even in narrow corridors or when steps have to 
be passed. All the integrated intelligent functions like the frame holder or the exchangeable various types of hooks etc. are making the trolley 
to the perfect solution that grows with your demands.

Your benefits at a glance
The small and compact cart VoleoPro is 
designed to be used everywhere where space 
is limited.

Great compatibility. The trolley can quick and 
easy reconfigured due to its compatibility 
with all Vileda Professional floor cleaning 
systems.

Compact size. Due to the compact size and 
the unique design, the trolley doesn't occupy 
much space when in use and can be easily 
store away after work, even in small and 
tights rooms.

Description Colour Size lb

24
143731 VoleoPro Replacement Bag Grey 15.8x1.19x15.75 in 11.32
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Integrated foldaway lid
with cleaning plan holder 

Fit-into-place-handle holder

Hooks and fasteners
Three different types of exchangeable
fasteners at 11 different positions around 
the top plate can be placed by a simple
form fit the system.  So important cleaning
utensils like dust pans, caution signs,
dusters or other small items find their place
exactly where they are needed

Multi-functional bridge
Box holder and extra 
storage space, e.g. paper

Swivel front castors
One optional with brakeIntegrated frame holders

Easy access from both sides

Large rear castors (fixed)
For easy maneuverability over  
thresholds and doorways

Multi-functional base 
plate
For a perfect fit to all 
Vileda Professional 
cleaning systems

Image configuration only
Buckets, handle, accessories not included

Bin bag holder
(sold separately)
With snap-fit clamp
for 70L/18.5 gal bin bag


